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William S. Boyd _aw 
Celebrating 10 years of excellence 
The faculty of the William S. 
Boyd School of Law is well known 
nationally and internationally 
for scholarship and innovative 
teaching. In the ten--year 
history of the school, our faculty 
has written over 100 books, 
over 110 book chapters, and 
nearly 600 law review articles. 
This booklet lists selected 
publications over the last five 
years. Our dynamic and engaged 
faculty is the major reason for the 
Boyd Law School's remarkable 
progress and current excellence. 
-John Valery White
Dean and Professor of Law 

RACHELJ.ANDERSON 
Associate Professor of Law 
Zwischenprtifung, Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin 
M.A., Stanford University
JD., University of California, Berkeley School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Business Law 
International Private Law 
International Public Law 
Transnational Law 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Essay, Toward a New Student Insurgency: A Critical Epistolary, 94 Cal. L. Rev. 1879 (2006) (with Marc­
Tizoc Gonzalez & Stephen Lee). 
Comment, Redressing Colonial Genocide: The Hereros' Cause of Action Against Germany, 93 Cal. L. Rev. 
1155 (2005). 
Comment, Linking the Rule of Law and Trade Liberalization in Jamaica, 7 Afr.-Am. L. & Pol'y Rep. 49 
(2005). 
The Caribbean and the Banana Trade, in Banana War.,: The Anatomy of a Trade Dispute (Timothy E. 
J osling & Timothy G. Taylor eds. 2003) (with Tim Taylor & Tim J osling). 
PETER BRANDON BAYER 
Lawyering Process Professor 
B.A., Hamilton College
M.A., New York University
JD., New York University School of Law
LL.M., Harvard Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Jurisprudence 
Employment Discrimination Law 
MARYE. BERKHEISER 
Professor of Law 
B.A., University of Arizona
J.D., University of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Criminal Procedure 
Appellate Law 
Juvenile Law 
Clinical Legal Education 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
justice Miriam Shearing: Nevada's Trailblazing Minimalist, 6 Nev. L.J. 156 (2005). 
Capitalizing Adolescence: Juvenile Offenders on Death Row, 59 U. Miami L. Rev. 135 (2005). 
BRET C. BIRDSONG 
Professor of Law 
B.A., Princeton University
J,D., University of California, Hastings College of the Law
Areas of Specialization 
Environmental Law 
Natural Resources Law 
Administrative Law 
BOOKS 
Natural Resources Law: A Place-Based Book of Cases and Problems (2005 & 2d ed. forthcoming) (with 
Christine Klein & Federico Cheever). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
SPances, Ci]negas, and Slop: Can Collaboration Revive the Colorado Delta?, 8 Nev. L.J. (forthcoming 
2008). 
Justice Scalia's Footprints on the Public Lands, 83 Denv. U. L. Rev. 259 (2005). 
Road Rage and R.S. 2477: Judicial and Administrative Responsibility for Resolving Road Claims on 
Public Land, 56 Hastings L.J. 523 (2005). 
CHRISTOPHER L. BLAKESLEY 
Cobeaga La,w Firm Professor of La,w 
B.A., University of Utah
M.A. Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University
J.D., University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law
LL.M., Columbia University School of Law
J.S.D., Columbia University School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
International Public Law 
International Criminal Law 
Domestic Criminal Law 
Comparative Criminal Law 
Family Law 
BOOKS 
The Most Dangerous Branch: Why The Constitution Gave the War Power to Congress and Not to Rogue 
Presidents (forthcoming 2009) (with Edwin B. Firmage & Thomas B. McAffee). 
The International Legal System: Cases and Materials (6th ed. forthcoming 2008) (with Gunther Handl, 
Mary Ellen O'Connell, Richard F Scott & Sharon A. Williams). 
The International Legal System: Documentary Supplement (6th ed. forthcoming 2008) (with Gunther 
Handl, Mary Ellen O'Connell, Richard F Scott & Sharon A. Williams). 
The International Legal System: Teacher's Manual (6th ed. forthcoming 2008) (with Gunther Handl, 
Mary Ellen O'Connell, Richard F Scott & Sharon A. Williams). 
Global Issues in Criminal La,w (2007) (with Linda Carter & Peter Henning). 
Terrorism and Anti-Terrorism: A Normative and Practical Assessment (2006). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Extraterritorial Jurisdiction, in 3 International Criminal La,w: Procedural and Enforcement Mechanisms 
(3d ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Acting Out Against Terrorism with Torture and Other Atrocities: Contemplating Morality, ww, and 
History, in Festschrijt in Honor of M. Cheri/ Bassiouni (forthcoming 2008). 
Ruminations on Terrorism: Expiation and Exposition, 10 New Crim. L. Rev. 554 (2008). 
Jurisdiction Ratione Personae or the Personal Reach of the Court's Jurisdiction, in The Legal Regime of 
the International Criminal Court: Essays in Honor of Professor Igor Pavlovich Blischenko (2008). 
The Myopia of US v. Martinelli: Extraterritorial Jurisdiction in the 21st Century, 39 Geo. Wash. Int'l L. 
Rev. 1 (2007) (with Dan Stigall). 
Les Griffes et Des Ailes: Pour une Competence Extraterritoriale en Matiere d'Exploitation Sexuelle des 
En/ants sur l'Internet, in Le Droit Penal a !'Aube Du Troisieme Millenaire: Melanges Offerts a Jean 
Pradel (2006). 
Commentary on the Meaning of Genocide in the J elisi Decision by the International Tribunal for the 
Former Yugoslavia, in 7 Annotated Leading Cases of International Criminal Tribunals (Andre Klip & 
Goran Sluiter eds. 2005). 
Wings for Talons: The Case for Extraterritorial Jurisdiction over Sexual Exploitation of Children Through 
Cyberspace, 50 Wayne L. Rev. 109 (2004) (with Dan Stigall). 
Ruminations on Terrorism &Anti-Terrorism La,w & Literature, 57 U. Miami L. Rev. 1041 (2003). 
The Modern Blood-Feud: Thoughts on the Philosophy of Crimes Against Humanity and the Proper 
Response, in 2 International Humanitarian La,w: Origins, Challenges, and Prospects Gohn Carey, 
Willhm V. Dunlao & R. Tohn Pritcharrl Pris. 20m). 
RICHARD L. BROWN 
Professor Emeritus 
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles
J.D., Indiana University School of Law
M.L.L., University of Washington
Areas of Specialization 
Wills, Trusts and Estates 
Property Law 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Undeserving Heirs?-The Case of the "Terminated" Parent, 40 U. Rich. L. Rev. 547 (2006). 
The Holograph Problem: The Case Against Holographic Wills, 7 4 Tenn. L. Rev. 93 (2006). 
Disinheriting the "Legal Orphan": Inheritance Rights of Children after Termination of Parental Rights, 
70 Mo. L. Rev. 125 (2005). 
JAYS. BYBEE 
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 
Senior Fellow in Constitutional Law 
B.A., Brigham Young University
J.D., Brigham Young University, J. Reuben Clark Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Constitutional Law 
Civil Procedure 
Federal Courts 
BOOKS 
Powers Reserved for the People and the States (2006) (with Thomas B. McAffee & A. Christopher 
Bryant). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
William Rehnquist, the Separation of Powers, and the Riddle of the Sphinx, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 1735 (2006) 
(with Tuan N. Samahon). 
Judging the Tournament, 32 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1055 (2005) (with Thomas J. Miles). 
ANN CAMMETT 
Associate Professor of Law 
B.F.A., School of Visual Arts
JD., City University of New York School of Law
LL.M., Georgetown University Law Center
Areas of Specialization 
Civil Procedure 
Clinical Teaching 
Family Law 
Criminal Law 
Prisoner Reentry 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Expanding Collateral Sanctions: The Hidden Costs of Aggressive Child Support Enforcement Against 
Incarcerated Parents, 13 Geo. J. Poverty L. & Pol'y 313 (2006). 
The Rights of Parents with Children in Foster Care: Removals Arising from Economic Hardship and the 
Predictive Power of Race, 6 N.Y.C. L. Rev. 61 (2003). 
MONOGRAPHS 
Bringing Families In: Recommendations of the Incarceration, Reentry and Family Roundtables (2006) 
(with Johanna Christian, Nancy Fishman & Lori Scott-Pickens). 
Making Work Pay: Promoting Employment and Better Child Support Outcomes for Low-Income and 
Incarcerated Parents (2005). 
ROBERT I. CORREALES 
Assistant Professor of Law 
B.A., University of North Texas
J.D., University of Kansas School of Law
LL.M., Georgetown University Law Center
Areas of Specialization 
Employment Law 
Employment Discrimination 
Torts 
Evidence 
Worker's Compensation 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
"Don't Ask, Don't Tell": A Dying Policy on the Precipice, 44 Cal. W. L. Rev. 413 (2008). 
Did Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. Produce Disposable Workers?, 141.a Raza L.J. 103 (2003). 
Workers' Compensation and Vocational Rehabilitation Benefits for Undocumented Workers: Reconciling 
the Purported Conflicts Between State Law, Federal Immigration Law, and Equal Protection to Prevent 
the Creation of a Disposable Workforce, 81 Denv. U. L. Rev. 347 (2003). 
LINDA H. EDWARDS 
Visiting Professor of Law, 2008-09 
B.A., Florida State University
JD., University of Tennessee College of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Property Law 
Estates and Future Interests 
Law and Rhetoric 
BOOKS 
Briefs that Changed the World: Advanced Strategies in Legal Argument (forthcoming 2009). 
Estates and Future Interests: A Step-By-Step Guide (2d ed. 2005 & 3d ed. forthcoming 2009). 
Legal Writing and Analysis (2003 & 2d ed. 2007). 
Legal Writing: Process, Analysis, and Organization (4th ed. 2006). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Scholarship By Legal Writing Professors: New Voices in the Legal Academy, 11 Legal Writing: J Legal 
Writing Inst. 3 (2005) (with Terrill Pollman). 
MARTIN A. GEER 
Externship Director 
B.A., University of Michigan
JD., Wayne State University Law School
LL.M., Columbia University School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
International Human Rights 
Civil Rights 
Clinical Education 
Criminal Procedure 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Externships and Clinical Education, in Clinical Legal Education (N. R. Madhava Menon ed., 2d. ed. 
forthcoming 2009). 
Justice Education and the Evaluation Process: Crossing Borders, 28 Wash. U. JL. & Pol'y (forthcoming 
2008) (with Margaret Martin Barry, Catherine Klein & Ved Kumari). 
Protection of Female Prisoners: Dissolving Standards of Decency, 2 Margins: Maryland's L.J. on Race, 
Gender & Class 175 (2003). 
Execution of Minors: An International Human Rights Violation Permitted under United States Domestic 
Law, in Criminal Law, Criminology and Criminal Legislation (K.D. Gaur ed., 2d ed. 2003). 
Human Rights and Wrongs in Our Own Backyard, in Criminal Law, Criminology and Criminal 
Legislation (K.D. Gaur ed., 2d ed. 2003). 
SARA GORDON 
Lawyering Process Professor 
B.A., Pitzer College
J.D., University of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Community Property 
DOUGLAS L. GRANT 
Cord Foundation Professor of Law 
B.A., University of Iowa 
J.D., University of Colorado Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Water Law 
Property Law 
Real Estate Finance 
BOOKS 
Water Law: Cases and Materials (7th ed. 2005) (with George A Gould & Gregory S. Weber). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Collaborative Solutions to Colorado River Water Shortages: The Basin States' Proposal and Beyond, 8
Nev. L.J. (forthcoming 2008). 
ESA Reductions in Reclamation Water Contract Deliveries: A Fifth Amendment Taking of Property?, 36 
Envtl. L. 1331 (2006). 
Two Models of Public Interest Review of Water Allocation in the West, 9 U. Denv. Water L. Rev. 485 
(2006). 
Interstate Allocation of Rivers Before the United States Supreme Court: The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee­
Flint River System, 21 Ga. St. U. L. Rev. 401 (2005). 
Interstate Water Allocation, in 8 Waters and Water Rights (Robert E. Beck ed. repl. vol. 2004). 
Limiting Liability for Long-Continued Breach of Interstate Water Allocation Compacts, 43 Nat. 
Resources J. 373 (2003). 
Interstate Water Allocation Compacts: When the Virtue of Permanence Becomes the Vice of Inflexibility, 
74 U. Colo. L. Rev. 105 (2003). 
LYNNE N. HENDERSON 
Professor of La,w 
B.A., Stanford University
J.D., Stanford University Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Violence Against Women 
Feminist Jurisprudence 
Victim's Rights 
Constitutional Law 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Walking a Gantlet: Nielsen's License to Harass, 20 Berkeley J. Gender, L. & Just. 269 (2005) (reviewing 
Laura Beth Nielsen, License to Harass: La,w, Hierarchy, and Offensive Public Speech (2004)). 
Foreword, Pursuing Equal justice in the West, 5 Nev. L.J. 1 (2004). 
MICHAEL J. HIGDON 
La,wyering Process Professor 
B.A., Erskine College
M.A., University of Nevada, Las Vegas
JD., University of Nevada, Las Vegas, William S. Boyd School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Wills, Trusts and Estates 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Queer Teens and Legislative Bullies: The Cruel and Invidious Discrimination Behind Heterosexist 
Statutory Rape La,ws, 42 U.C. Davis L. Rev. (forthcoming 2009). 
When Informal Adoption Meets Intestate Succession: The Cultural Myopia of the Equitable Adoption 
Doctrine, 43 Wake Forest L. Rev. 223 (2008). 
From Simon Cowell to Tim Gunn: What Reality Television Can Teach Us About How to Critique Our 
Students' Work Effectively, 15 Perspectives 169 (2007). 
Using DVD Covers to Teach Weight of Authority, 15 Perspectives 8 (2006). 
Teaching Students How to Receive an Assignment, The Second Draft, Aug. 2005, at 14. 
STEVER. JOHNSON 
Associate Dean for Faculty Development and Research 
and E.L. Wiegand Professor of Law 
B.A., St. Francis College
].D., New York University School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Tax 
Administrative Law 
Gaming Law 
Statutory Interpretation 
BOOKS 
Tax Crimes (2008) (with Scott Schumacher, Larry Campagna & John Townsend). 
Teacher's Manual to accompany Tax Crimes (2008) (with Scott Schumacher, Larry Campagna & John 
Townsend). 
Civil Tax Procedure (2005 & 2d ed. 2008) (with David Richardson &Jerome Borison). 
Teacher's Manual to accompany Civil Tax Procedure (2005 & 2d. ed. 2008) (with David Richardson & 
Jerome Borison). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Federal and State Constitutional Limits on Property Taxes, in State and Local Taxes (forthcoming 
2008). 
Complete Auto Transit v. Brady, in Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States (David S. 
Tanenhaus ed. forthcoming 2008). 
What Davis Means for Constitutional and Statutory Interpretation, 48 State Tax Notes 877 (2008). 
Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp., 463 U.S. 60 (1983), in 1 Encyclopedia of American Civil 
Liberties 160 (Paul Finkelman ed. 2008). 
Bowen v. American Hospital Association, 476 U.S. 610 (1986), in 1 Encyclopedia of American Civil 
Liberties 166 (Paul Finkelman ed. 2008). 
Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748 (1976), in 
3 Encyclopedia of American Civil Liberties 1724 (Paul Finkelman ed. 2008). 
Contributions to Charities, in LexisNexis Federal Tax Library (2007). 
Swallows Holding as It Might Have Been: Regulations Revising Case Law, 112 Tax Notes 773 (2006). 
Swallows Holding as It Is: The Distortion of National Muffler, 112 Tax Notes 351 (2006). 
Further Thoughts on Kanter and Ballard, 105 Tax Notes 1235 (2004). 
The E.L. Wiegand Inaugural Lecture: Administrability-Based Tax Simplification, 4 Nev. L.J. 573 (2004). 
Supermajority Provisions, Guinn v. Legislature, and a Flawed Constitutional Structure, 4 Nev. L.J. 491 
(2004). 
The Tax Lien and Entireties Interests: Evaluating the IRS's Implementation of Craft, Community Tax L. 
Rep., Spr./Sum. 2004, at 1. 
The 1998 Act and the Resources Link Between Tax Simplification and Tax Compliance, 51 U. Kan. L. 
Rev. 1013 (2003). 
The Canon that Tax Penalties Should Be Strictlv Construed. 3 Nev. L.T. 495 (2003). 
KAY P. KINDRED 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Law 
AB., Duke University 
JD., Columbia University School of Law 
Areas of Specialization 
Education Law 
Family Law 
Children and the Law 
Remedies 
Contracts 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Of Child Welfare and Welfare Reform: The Implications for Children When Contradictory Policies Collide, 
9 Wm. & Mary J. Women & L. 413 (2003). 
KATHERINE R. KRUSE 
Professor of Law 
B.A., Oberlin College
M.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison
JD., University of Wisconsin Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Legal Ethics 
Clinical Legal Education 
Criminal Law 
Evidence 
BOOKS 
Lawyers and Clients (forthcoming 2008) (with Robert D. Dinerstein, Stephen J. Ellmann, Isabelle R. 
Gunning & Ann C. Shalleck). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
The Human Dignity of Clients, 93 Cornell L. Rev. (forthcoming 2008) (reviewing David Luban, Legal 
Ethics And Human Dignity). 
In re Gault and the Promise of Systemic Reform, 75 Tenn. L. Rev 287 (2008). 
Instituting Innocence Reform: The Wisconsin Experience, 2006 Wis. L. Rev. 645. 
Fortress in the Sand: The Plural Values of Client-Centered Representation, 12 Clinical L. Rev. 369 (2006). 
Standing in Babylon, Looking Toward Zion, 6 Nev. L.J. 1323 (2006). 
Lawyers, justice and the Challenge of Moral Pluralism, 90 Minn. L. Rev. 389 (2005). 
Learning from Practice: What ADR Needs from a Theory ofjustice, 5 Nev. L.J. 389 (2004/2005). 
Lawyers Should Be Lawyers, But What Does That Mean?: A Response to Aiken & Wizner and Smith, 14 
Wash. U. J. L. & Pol'y 49 (2004). 
MARY LAFRANCE 
William S. Boyd Professor of Law 
B.A., Bryn Mawr College
M.A., Duke University
].D., Duke Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Intellectual Property 
Copyright Law 
Trademark Law 
Tax 
BOOKS 
Copyright in a Nutshell (forthcoming 2008). 
Understanding Trademark Law (2005 & 2d ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Intellectual Property Cases and Materials (2d ed. 2003 & 3d ed. 2007) (with David L. Lange & Gary 
Myers). 
Teacher's Manual to accompany Intellectual Property Cases and Materials (2d ed. 2003 & 3d ed. 2007) 
(with David L. Lange & Gary Myers). 
A Comparative Study of United States and Japanese Laws on Collaborative Inventions, and the Impact of 
Those Laws on Technology Transfers (2005). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Identical Cousins? On the Road with Dilution and the Right of Publicity, 24 Santa Clara Computer & 
High Tech. L.J. 641 (2007-2008) (with Gail H. Cline). 
No Reason to Live: Dilution Laws as Unconstitutional Restrictions on Commercial Speech, 58 S.C. L. 
Rev. 709 (2007). 
Who Is an Author?, in Intellectual Property and Information Wealth (Peter Yu ed. 2007). 
Steam Shovels and Lipstick: Trademarks, Greed, and the Public Domain, 6 Nev. L.J. 447 (2006). 
When You Wish Upon Dastar: Creative Provenance and the Lanham Act, 23 Cardozo Arts & Ent L.J. 
197 (2005), reprinted in 38 Intel!. Prop. L. Rev. 371 (2006). 
Innovations Palpitations: The Confusing Status of Geographically Misdescriptive Trademarks, 12 J. Intel!. 
Prop. L. 125 (2004). 
Something Borrowed, Something New: The Changing Role of Novelty in Idea Protection Law, 34 Seton 
Hall L. Rev. 485 (2004), reprinted in 37 Intel!. Prop. L. Rev. 679 (2005). 
SYLVIA R. LAZOS 
Justice Myron Leavitt Professor of Law 
B.A., St. Mary's University
M.A., St. Mary's University
JD., University of Michigan Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Constitutional Law 
Race and Law/ Critical Race Theory /LatCrit Theory 
Immigration Policy 
Voting Rights & Initiatives 
Statutory Interpretation 
Judges & Judging 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
The Cost of Partisan Politics on Diversity of the Federal Bench: Who Cares Whether Judges Look "Like 
America" if, Because of Politics, a "Voice of Color" Has Become a "Whisper of Color"?, 82 Ind. L.J. 
(forthcoming 2008). 
Emerging Latina/o Nation and Anti-Immigrant Backlash, 7 Nev. L.J. 685 (2007). 
The Immigrant Rights Marches (Las Marchas): Did the "Gigante" (Giant) Wake Up or Does it Still Sleep 
Tonight?, 7 Nev. L.J. 780 (2007). 
Does a Diverse judiciary Attain a Rule of Law That Is Inclusive? What Gruffer v. Bollinger Has to Say 
About Diversity on the Bench, 10 Mich. J. R. & L. 101 (2005). 
"Kulturkampf[s}" or "Fit[s] of Spite"?: Taking the Academic Culture Wars Seriously, 35 Seton Hall L.J. 
1309 (2005) . 
Race and the California Recall Election: A Top Ten List of Ironies, 16 La Raza L.J. 11 (2005) (with Keith 
Aoki & Steven Bender). 
Aliens in Our Midst Post-9/11: Legislating Outsider-Ness Within the Borders, 38 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1683 
(2005) (with Raquel E. Aldana) (reviewing Bill Ong Hing, Defining America Through Immigration 
Policy (Mapping Racisms), Kevin R. Johnson, The "Huddled Masses" Myth: Immigration and Civil 
Rights, and Victor C. Romero, Alienated: Immigrant Rights, the Constitution, and Equality in America). 
Critical-Race-Theory-in-Education: Theory, Praxis, and Recommendations, in Interrogating Racism 
(Gerardo Lopez & Laurence Parker eds. 2003). 
The Latina/o and APIA Vote Post-2000: What Does It Mean to Move Beyond "Black and White" Politics?, 
81 Or. L. Rev. 783 (2003). 
THOMAS B. MCAFFEE 
Professor of Law 
B.S., University of Utah
J.D., University of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law
Area of Specialization 
Constitutional Law 
BOOKS 
The Most Dangerous Branch: Why The Constitution Gave The War Power to Congress and Not to Rogue 
Presidents (forthcoming 2009) (with Christopher L. Blakesley & Edwin B. Firmage). 
Powers Reserved for the People and the States: A History of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments (2006) 
(with Jay S. Bybee & A. Christopher Bryant). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
The "Foundations" of Anti-Foundationalism - Or, Taking the Ninth Amendment Lightly: A Comment on 
Daniel A. Farber's Book on the Ninth Amendment, 8 Nev. L.J. (forthcoming 2008). 
The Automobile Exception in Nevada: A Critique of the Harnisch Cases, 8 Nev. L.J. 622 (2008) (with 
John P Lukens & Thaddeus J. Yurek III). 
Overcoming Lochner in the Twenty-First Century: Taking Both Rights and Popular Sovereignty Seriously 
as We Seek to Secure Equal Citizenship and Promote the Public Good, 42 U. Rich. L. Rev. 101 (2008). 
Restoring the Lost World of Classical Legal Thought: The Presumption in Favor of Liberty over Law and 
the Court over the Constitution, 75 U. Cin. L. Rev. 1499 (2007). 
Courts over Constitutions Revisited: Unwritten Constitutionalism in the States, 2004 Utah L. Rev. 333 
(with Nathan N. Frost & Rachel Beth Klein-Levine). 
ANN C. MCGINLEY 
Associate Dean/or Faculty Development and Research (2007-]une 2008)
and William S. Boyd Professor of Law 
B.A., Rosemont College
M.A., University of Delaware
].D., University of Pennsylvania Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Employment Discrimination 
Employment Law 
Disability Discrimination 
Torts 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Reproducing Gender on Law School Faculties, 2008 BYU L. Rev. (forthcoming). 
Creating Masculine Identities: Bullying and Harassment "Because of Sex," 79 U. Colo. L. Rev.
(forthcoming 2008). 
Harassing "Girls" at the Hard Rock; Masculinities in Sexualized Environments, 2007 U. Ill L. Rev. 1229.
Babes and Beefcake: Exclusive Hiring Arrangements and Sexy Dress Codes, 14 Duke J. Gender, L. &
Pol'y 257 (2007). 
Harassment of Sex(y) Workers: Applying Title VII to Sexualized Industries, 18 Yale J.L. &. Feminism 65
(2006). 
Discrimination in Our Midst: Law Schools' Potential Liability for Employment Practices, 14 UCIA
Women's L.J. 1 (2005). 
Masculinities at Work, 83 Or. L. Rev. 359 (2004). 
Functionality or Formalism? Partners and Shareholders as "Employees" Under the Anti-Discrimination 
Laws, 57 SMU L. Rev. 3 (2004). 
Advocating Enterprise Liability for Medical Malpractice, 4 Nev. L.J. 377 (2003).
GEORGE MADER 
Lawyering Process Professor 
B.A., St. John's University
M.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison
].D., University of Minnesota Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Appellate Advocacy 
Constitutional History 
Statutory Interpretation 
BRUCE A. MARKELL 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge, District of Nevada 
Senior Fellow in Bankruptcy and Commercial Law 
B.A., Pitzer College
J.D., University of California, Davis School of Law (King Hall)
Areas of Specialization 
Contracts 
Bankruptcy 
Securitization 
Commercial Law 
Secured Lending 
BOOKS 
Transnational Cooperation in Bankruptcy and Insolvency Matters (forthcoming 2009) (with Bob 
Wessels & Jason Kilborn). 
Bankruptcy: 21st Century Debtor-Creditor Law (Including BAPCPA) (2005 & 2d ed. 2006) (with David 
G. Epstein, Steve Nickles & Elizabeth Perris).
Making and Doing Deals: Contract and Related Law (2d ed. 2006) (with David G. Epstein & Lawrence 
Ponoroff). 
Core Concepts of Commercial Law: Past, Present & Future (2004) (with John F. Dolan & Lawrence 
Ponoroff). 
Securitization, Structured Finance, and Capital Markets (2004) (with Steven L. Schwarcz & Lissa 
Broome). 
Questions & Answers: Secured Transactions (2003) (with Timothy R. Zinnecker). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Fraudulent Transfers, in 5 Collier on Bankruptcy (Alan N. Resnick & Henry J. Sommers eds., 15th ed. 
rev. forthcoming 2008). 
The Sub Rosa Subchapter: Individual Debtors in Chapter 11 After BAPCPA, 2007 U. Ill. L. Rev. 67. 
Overview of Bankruptcy, in l Collier on Bankruptcy (Alan N. Resnick & Henry J. Sommers eds., 15th 
ed. rev. 2006). 
Property of the Estate, in 7 Collier on Bankruptcy (Alan N. Resnick & Henry J. Sommers eds., 15th ed. 
rev. 2005). 
Bewitched by Language: Wittgenstein and the Practice of Law, 32 Pepp. L. Rev. 801 (2005). 
Moderator, Religious Organizations Filing for Bankruptcy, 13 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 25 (2005). 
Alive at 25? A Short Review of the Supreme Court's Bankruptcy Jurisprudence, 1979-2004, 78 Am. 
Bankr. L.J. 373 (2005) (with Lee Dembart). 
White's Wheel, 12 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. Rev. 193 (2004). 
Uncommercial Transactions and Insider Transactions Under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act: 
Separated at Birth?, Insol World, May 2003, at 13. 
FRANCIS J. MOOTZ Ill 
William S. Boyd Professor of Law 
B.A., University of Notre Dame
AM., Duke University Graduate School
J.D., Duke University School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Legal Theory 
Hermeneutical and Rhetorical Philosophy 
Commercial Law 
Insurance Law 
BOOKS 
Law, Hermeneutics, and Rhetoric (forthcoming 2009). 
Editor, On Philosophy in American Law (forthcoming 2009). 
Editor, Nietzsche and Law (2008) (with Peter Goodrich). 
Editor, Cada mer and Law (2007). 
Rhetorical Knowledge in Legal Practice and Critical Legal Theory (2006). 
Commercial Contracting: An Integration of Sales, Leases and Computer Information Transactions Law 
(2d ed. 2004) (with Peter Alces & David Frisch). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Interpretation, in The Companion to Law and the Humanities (Austin Sarat, Mathew Anderson & 
Catherine Frank eds. forthcoming 2009). 
Symposium Editor, Introduction: Recalling Vico's Lament: The Role of Prudence and Rhetoric in Law 
and Legal Education, 83 Chi-Kent L. Rev. (forthcoming 2008). 
Vico's "Ingenious Method" and Legal Education, 83 Chi-Kent L. Rev. (forthcoming 2008). 
After the Battle of the Forms: Commercial Contracting in the Electronic Age, 4 I/S: J. L. & Pol'y Info. 
Soc'y 271 (forthcoming 2008). 
After Natural Law: A Hermeneutic Response to Law's Quandary, 9 Rutgers J.L. & Religion 11 (2008). 
Responding to Nietzsche: The Constructive Power of Destruktion, 3 L. Culture & Human. 127 (2007). 
Belief and Interpretation, 21 J.L & Religion 385 (2006). 
Symposium Editor, Introduction: Book Review Symposium, 110 Penn State L. Rev. 905 (2006). 
Argument, Political Friendship and Rhetorical Knowledge: A Review of Carver's For the Sake of 
Argument, 110 Penn State L. Rev. 907 (2006) (reviewing Eugene Garver, For the Sake of Argument: 
Practical Reasoning, Character and the Ethics of Belief). 
Nietzschean Critique and Philosophical Hermeneutics, 24 Cardozo L. Rev. 967 (2003). 
A Future Foretold: Neo-Aristotelian Praise of Postmodern Legal Theory, 68 Brook. L. Rev. 683 (2003). 
Holding Liability Insurers Accountable for Bad Faith Litigation Tactics with the Tort of Abuse of Process, 
9 Conn. Ins. L.J. 467 (2003), reprinted in Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts of India (ICFAI) 
journal of Insurance Law (2004). 
REBECCA NATHANSON 
James E. Rogers Professor of Education and Law 
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles
M.A., University of California, Santa Barbara
Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara
Areas of Specialization 
Education 
Children and the Law 
Child Witness 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, in Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United 
States (David S. Tanenhaus ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Enhancing the Oral Narratives of Children with Learning Disabilities, 23 Reading & Writing Q. 315 
(2007) (with J. N. Crank, K.J. Saywitz & E. Ruegg). 
Children with Disabilities: Are They Competent to Testify?, 22 J. Fam. Violence & Sexual Assault 28 
(2006). 
Attorneys' Perceptions of Child Witnesses with Mental Retardation, 33 J. Psychiatry & L. 5 (2005) (with 
M. Platt).
Child Testimonial Competence and Reliability, 2005 Children's Law Manual 45. 
Interviewing Children with Disabilities, in Representing Children, Families, and Agencies in Child 
Welfare, Juvenile Justice, Custody, and Adoption Proceedings (2004). 
Interviewing Children with Disabilities, 2004 Children's Law Manual 31. 
The Effects of the Courtroom Context on Children's Memory and Anxiety, 31 J. Psychiatry & L. 67 (2003) 
(with Karen J. Saywitz). 
RAYMOND W. PATTERSON 
Associate Director of the Saltman Center for Conflict Resolution 
B.S., Stony Brook University
M.A., Adelphi University
JD., Yeshiva University, Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law
Area of Specialization 
Mediation 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Resolving Civilian-Police Complaints in New York City: Reflections on Mediation in the Real World, 22 
Ohio St. J. Disp. Resol. (2006). 
NGAI PINDELL 
Professor of Law 
AB., Duke University 
].D., Harvard Law School 
Areas of Specialization 
Property Law 
Community Economic Development 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
The Right to the City, 24 Harv. BlackLetter L.J. (forthcoming 2008). 
Loretto v. Teleprompter Manhattan CATV Corp., 458 US. 419 (1982), in Encyclopedia of the Supreme 
Court of the United States (David S. Tanenhaus ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Developing Las Vegas: Creating lnclusionary Affordable Housing Requirements in Development 
Agreements, 42 Wake Forest L. Rev. 419 (2007), reprinted in 2008 Zoning and Planning Law Handbook 
(Patricia E. Salkin ed.). 
Fear and Loathing: Combating Speculation in Local Communities, 39 U. Mich. J. L. Reform 543 (2006). 
Finding a Right to the City: Exploring Property and Community in Brazil and in the United States, 39 
Vand. J. Transnat'l L. 435 (2006). 
Community Economic Development Under Protest, 32 Wm. Mitchell L. Rev. 1719 (2006) (reviewing 
Annelise Orleck, Storming Caesars Palace: How Black Mothers Fought Their Own War on Poverty 
(2005)). 
Planning for Housing Requirements, in Legal Guide to Affordable Housing Development 3 (rim Iglesias 
& Rochelle E. Lento eds. 2005). 
Is There Hope for HOPE VI?: Community Economic Development and Localism, 35 Conn. L. Rev. 385 
(2003). 
i 
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TERRILL POLLMAN 
Director of the Lawyering Process Program 
and Ralph Denton Professor of Law 
B.A., University of Arizona
J.D., University of Arizona James E. Rogers College of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Property Law 
Indian Law 
Negotiation 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Scholarship by Legal Writing Professors: New Voices in the Legal Academy, 11 Legal Writing: J. Legal 
Writing Inst. 3 (2005) ( with Linda Edwards). 
Double jeopardy and Nonmember Indians in Indian Country, 82 Neb. L. Rev. 889 (2004). 
IRLAFARC! A Survey on the Language of Legal Writing, 56 Me. L. Rev. 239 (2004) (with Judith M. 
Stinson). 
JEANNE F. PRICE 
Director of the Wiener-Rogers Law Library and Associate Professor of Law 
B.A., Yale University
J.D., University of Texas
M.L.S., University of Maryland
Areas of Specialization 
Research Methods 
Information Policy 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
The Dictionary and the Man: The Eighth Edition of Black's Law Dictionary, Edited by Bryan Garner, 63 
Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 719 (2006) (with Roy M. Mersky), condensed version at 9 Green Bag 2d 83 (2005). 
NANCY B. RAPOPORT 
Gordon & Silver, Ltd. Professor of Law 
B.A., Rice University
J.D., Stanford University Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Professional Ethics 
Business Ethics 
Bankruptcy 
Corporate Governance 
Law and Popular Culture 
BOOKS 
Enron and Other Corporate Fiascos: The Corporate Scandal Reader (2d ed. forthcoming 2009) (with 
Jeffrey D. Van Niel). 
Kimm Alayne Walton & Steve Emmanuel, Strategies and Tactics for the MBE Multistate Bar Exam ( 4th 
ed. forthcoming 2008) (with Jeffrey D. Van Niel). 
Enron: Corporate Fiascos and Their Implications (2004) (with Prof. Bala G. Dharan). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Duties of Officers and Directors of a Debtor Corporation, in Collier on Bankruptcy (16th ed. rev. 
forthcoming 2009). 
Corporate Ethical Responsibility and the Lawyer's Role in a Contemporary Democracy, Fordham L. Rev. 
(forthcoming) (with Colin Marks). 
Swimming with Shark, in Lawyers in Your Living Room: Law on the Small Screen (2008) (Michael 
Asimow, ed.). 
Bankruptcy Pro Bono Representation of Consumers: The Seven Deadly Sins, 44 Hous. Law. 18 (2007) 
(with Roland Bernier). 
The Curious Incident of the Law Firm that Did Nothing in the Night-Time, 10 Legal Ethics 98 (2007) 
(reviewing Milton C. Regan, Jr., Eat What You Kill: The Fall of a Wall Street Lawyer), available at 
http:/ /www.hartjournals.co.uk/le/index.html. 
Bankruptcy Ethics Issues for Solos and Small Firms, in Attorney Liability in Bankruptcy (Corinne 
Cooper ed. & Catherine E. Vance contributing ed. 2006). 
Eating Our Cake and Having It, Too: Why Real Change Is So Difficult in Law Schools, 81 Ind. L.J. 359 
(2006). 
Not Quite "Them," Not Quite "Us": Why It's Difficult for Former Deans to Go Home Again, 38 U. Tol. L. 
Rev. 581 (2006). 
Lord of the Flies: The Development of Rules Within an Adolescent Culture, in Screening Justice - The 
Cinema of Law: Fifty Significant Films of Law, Order and Social Justice 253 (Rennard Strickland, Teree 
Foster & Taunya Banks eds. 2006). 
Reflections of a Former Dean, in Law School Leadership Strategies: Top Deans on Benchmarking 
Success, Incorporating Feedback from Faculty and Students, and Building the Endowment 199 (2006). 
(continued on page 23) 
(continued from page 22) 
Enron and the New Disinterestedness - The Foxes Are Guarding the Henhouse, 13 Am. Bankr. Inst. L. 
Rev. 521 (2005). 
Decanal Haiku, 37 U. Tol. L. Rev. 131 (2005). 
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Skilling; How Enron's Public Image Morphed from the Most Innovative Company in the 
Fortune 500 to the Most Notorious Company Ever, in Enron: Corporate Fiascos and Their Implications 
77 (Nancy B. Rapoport & Bala G. Dharan eds. 2004) (with Jeffrey D. Van Niel). 
Recent Developments in Bankruptcy Law, 35 Tex. Tech. L. Rev. 543 (2004). 
Enron, Titanic, and the Perfect Storm, 71 Fordham L. Rev. 1373 (2003), reprinted in Enron: Corporate 
Fiascos and Their Implications 927 (Nancy B. Rapoport & Bala G. Dharan eds. 2004). 
Zen and the Art of Shared Governance, 35 U. Tol. L. Rev. 169 (2003). 
PETER REILLY 
Director of Negotiation Training, Saltman Center for Conflict Resolution 
AB., Princeton University 
J.D., Harvard Law School
LL.M., Georgetown University Law Center
Area of Specialization 
Negotiation 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Teaching Law Students How to Feel: Using Negotiations Training to Increase Emotional Intelligence, 21 
Negot. J. 301 (2005). 
KEITH A. ROWLEY 
Professor of Law 
B.A., Baylor University
J.D., University of Texas School of Law
Areas of Specialization 
Contracts 
Commercial Law 
Economics and the Law 
Law and Popular Culture 
BOOKS 
Understanding Sales and Leases of Goods (2d ed. forthcoming 2009) (with William H. Henning & 
William H. Lawrence). 
Inside Secured Transactions: vVhat Matters and vVhy? (forthcoming 2009). 
10 Corbin on Contracts (Joseph M. Perillo ed., rev. ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Questions & Answers: Sales, Leases & Electronic Contracts (forthcoming 2008). 
Modern Law of Contracts (3d ed. supps. 2005 & 2007) (with Howard 0. Hunter). 
Global Issues in Contract Law (2007) (with Andrea K. Bjorklund, Louis F. Del Duca, Michael P. Malloy 
&John A. Spanogle, Jr.). 
Questions & Answers: Contracts (2003 & rev. 1st ed. 2006). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Not a Rose - No Matter How Sweet the Smell, 14 Media & Arts L. Rev. (forthcoming 2009) (reviewing 
Carolyn Olsburgh, Authenticity in the Art Market: A Comparative Study of Swiss, French and English 
Contract Law). 
Is There a Lawyer in the (vVhite) House?: Portraying Lawyers in The West Wing, in I'm Not a Lawyer, 
But I Play One on TV (Michael Asimow ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Neither a Lender nor a Borrower Be, 25 L. & Hist. Rev. (forthcoming 2008) (reviewing Charles Ross, 
Elizabethan Literature and the Law of Fraudulent Conveyance: Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare). 
The Convention on the International Sale of Goods, in Howard 0. Hunter, Modern Law of Contracts (3d 
ed. rev. 2007). 
Electronic Contracting, in Howard 0. Hunter, Modern Law of Contracts (3d ed. rev. 2007). 
Colloquy, Transactional Economics: Victor Goldberg's Framing Contract Law, 49 S. Tex. L. Rev. 469 
(2007) (with Mark P. Gergen, Victor Goldberg & Stewart Macaulay). 
Uniform Commercial Code Survey: Sales, 62 Bus. Law. 1559 (2007) (with Carolyn L. Dessin, Larry T. 
Garvin & Robyn L. Meadows). 
To Err Is Human, 104 Mich. L. Rev. 1407 (2006) (reviewing E. Allan Farnsworth, Alleviating Mistakes: 
Reversal and Forgiveness for Flawed Perceptions). 
Uniform Commercial Code Survey: Sales, 61 Bus. Law. 1545 (2006) (with Carolyn L. Dessin, Larry T. 
Garvin & Robyn L. Meadows). 
The Often Imitated, But Not Yet Duplicated, Revised UCC Article 1, 38 UCC L.J. 195 (2006). 
Uniform Commercial Code Survey: Sales, 60 Bus. Law. 1639 (2005) (with Carolyn L. Dessin, Larry T. 
Garvin & Robyn L. Meadows). 
Anticipatory Repudiation of Letters of Credit, 56 SMU L. Rev. 2235 (2003), reprinted in 2004 Annual 
Survey of Letter of Credit Law & Practice 122 (James E. Byrne & Christopher S. Byrnes eds.). 
You Asked/or It, You Got It ... Toy Yoda: Practical jokes, Prizes, and Contract Law, 3 Nev. L.J. 526 
(2003). 
TUAN SAMAHON 
Associate Professor of Law 
B.A., Brigham Young University
J.D., Georgetown University Law Center
Areas of Specialization 
Constitutional Law 
Judicial Selection 
Federal Courts 
Civil Procedure 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Are Bankruptcy Judges Unconstitutional? An Appointments Clause Challenge, 60 Hastings L.J. 
(forthcoming 2009). 
Bowsher v. Synar, in Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States (David S. Tanenhaus ed. 
forthcoming 2008). 
Michigan v. Long, in Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States (David S. Tanenhaus ed. 
forthcoming 2008). 
Supreme Court of New Hampshire v. Piper, in Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States 
(David S. Tanenhaus ed. forthcoming 2008). 
Reply, Rehnquist's Recusals, 10 Green Bag 2d 205 (2007). 
The Judicial Vesting Option: Opting out of Nomination and Advice and Consent, 67 Ohio St. L.J. 783 
(2006). 
William Rehnquist, the Separation of Powers, and the Riddle of the Sphinx, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 1735 (2006) 
(with Jay S. Bybee). 
LETICIA M. SAUCEDO 
Associate Professor of Law 
AB., Bryn Mawr College 
].D., Harvard Law School 
Areas of Specialization 
Immigration Law 
Labor and Employment Law 
Torts 
Clinical Education 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Nonimmigrant Visas, Removal Proceedings, in Understanding Immigration Law (forthcoming 2009). 
A New "U": Organizing Victims and Protecting Immigrant Workers, 42 Richmond L. Rev. 891 (2008). 
The Illusion of Transformative Conflict Resolution: Mediating Domestic Violence in Nicaragua, 55 Buff. 
L. Rev. 1261 (2008) (with Raquel E. Aldana).
Addressing Segregation in the Brown Collar Workplace: Toward a Solution for the Inexorable 100%, 41 
Mich. J. L. Reform 447 (2008). 
The Employer Preference for the Subservient Worker and the Making of the Brown Collar Workplace, 67 
Ohio St. L.J. 961 (2006). 
The Browning of the American Workplace: Protecting Workers in Increasingly Latino-ized Occupations, 
80 Notre Dame L. Rev. 303 (2004), reprinted in 25 Immigr. & Nat'lity L. Rev. 379 (2004). 
REBECCA L. SCHARF 
Lawyering Process Professor 
B.S., Brandeis University
J.D., Harvard Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Lawyering Process 
Family Law 
BOOKS 
Lost in the Maze: Reforming New York City's Fragmented Child Care Subsidy System (2004) (with 
Barbara Coccodrilli Carlson). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
No IL Left Behind: Tailoring !RAC to Various Learning Styles, The Second Draft, Spr. 2008, at 17. 
ELAINE W. SHOBEN 
judge jack and Lulu Lehman Professor of Law 
A.B., Barnard College
J.D., University of California, Hastings College of the Law
Areas of Specialization 
Employment Law 
Employment Discrimination 
Remedies 
Torts 
BOOKS 
Concise Hornbook on Remedies (2007) (with Russell Weaver and Michael B. Kelly). 
Remedies: Cases and Problems (1989 & 2d ed. 1995) (with William Murray Tabb) (3d ed. 2002 & 4th 
ed. 2007) (with William Murray Tabb and Rachael M. J anutis). 
Selected Employment and Labor Law Statutes: 2006-2007 (with Mack A. Player and Elinor P. 
Schroeder). 
1 & 2 Employment Law (Supps. 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007) 
(with Mark A. Rothstein, Charles B. Craver and Elinor P. Schroeder). 
Selected Employment and Labor Law Statutes ( 4th ed. 2004 & 5th ed. 2005) (with Mack A. Player and 
Elinor P. Schroeder). 
1 & 2 Employment Law (1994) (with Mark A. Rothstein, Charles B. Craver, Elinor P. Schroeder and Lea 
S. Vandervelde); (2d ed. 1999 & 3d ed. 2004) (with Mark A. Rothstein, Charles B. Craver and Elinor P.
Schroeder).
Nutshell on Remedies (2005) (with William Murray Tabb). 
Employment Law; f{ornbook Series (2d ed. 2000 & 3d. ed. 2005) (with Mark A. Rothstein, Charles B. 
Craver, and Elinor P. Schroeder). 
Selected Employment and Labor Law Statutes (2000, 2d. ed. 2001 & 3d ed. 2003) (with Mack A. Player 
and Risa L. Lieberwitz). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Princess in the Tower, in Law Touched our Hearts: A Generation Remembers Brown v. Board of 
Education, (R.]. Bonnie and M.W. Wigfall, eds.) (forthcoming 2008). 
Evidentiary Wisdom and Blinders in Perspective: Thoughts on Misjudging, 7 Nev. L.J. 500 (2007). 
Let the Damages Fit the Wrong: An Immodest but Non-Political Proposal to Reform Personal Injury 
Damages, 39 Akron L. Rev. 1069 (2006). 
Disparate Impact Theory in Employment Discrimination: What's Griggs Still Good For? What Not? 42 
Brandeis L.J. 597 (2004). 
Spinning Restitution: From Cauliflower to Coconut, 36 Loy. L. Rev. 1027 (2003). 
JEFFREY W. STEMPEL 
Doris S. and Theodore B. Lee Professor of Law 
B.A., University of Minnesota
].D., Yale Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Civil Procedure 
Legal Ethics 
Insurance 
Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Evidence 
BOOKS 
Litigation Road: The Story of Campbell v. State Farm Insurance (2008). 
Fundamentals of Pretrial Litigation (6th ed. 2007) (with Roger S. Haydock & David F. Herr). 
Teacher's Manual to accompany Fundamentals of Pretrial Litigation (6th ed. 2007) (with Roger S. Haydock & David 
F. Herr).
1& 2 Stempel on Insurance Contracts (3d ed. 2006 & Supp. 2007). 
Motion Practice (4th ed. Supps. 2003-07) (with David F. Herr & Roger S. Haydock). 
Principles of Insurance Law (3d ed. 2004 & Supp. 2006) (with Peter Nash Swisher & Emeric Fischer) 
Teacher's Manual to accompany Principles of Insurance Law (3d ed. 2004) (with Peter Swisher & Emeric Fischer). 
The Law of Insurance Contract Disputes (2d ed. Supps. 2003, 2004 & 2005). 
Nevada Civil Practice Manual (5th ed. Supps. 2003 & 2004) Oead editor). 
Lawyering: Practice and Planning (2d ed. 2003) (with Roger S. Haydock, Peter B. Knapp, Ann Juergens & David F.
Herr). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Insurance and Climate Change Litigation, in Adjudicating Climate Change: Sub-National, National, and Supra­
National Approaches (William C. G. Burns & Hari M. Osofsky eds. forthcoming 2008). 
Mandating Minimum Fairness in Mass Arbitration, 76 U. Cin. L. Rev. 383 (2008). 
Keeping Arbitrations from Becoming Kangaroo Courts, 8 Nev. L.J. 251 (2007). 
Punitive Damages in Bad Faith Actions Against Insurers in the USA: The Impact of Campbell v. State Farm, in 
Zeitschrift fur die Gesamte Versicherungswissenschaft, SupplementJahestagung 2007 (2007). 
From Johnstown to New Orleans: Insurance of Environmental Risks in the USA, in Die Versicherung Von 
Umweltrisiken 21 (Alexander Bruns & Zdenko Grobenski eds. 2007). 
Assessing the Coverage Carnage: Asbestos Liability and Insurance After Three Decades of Dispute, 12 Conn. Ins. L.J. 
349 (2006). 
Class Actions and Limited Vision: Opportunities for Improvement Through a More Functional Approach to Class 
Treatment of Disputes, 83 Wash. U.L.Q. 1127 (2006). 
Insurance in the Courts, Risk Mgmt. & Ins. Rev. (Spring 2006 to present) (with Randy Maniloff & Marc Mayerson). 
Lawyers, Democracy and Dispute Resolution: The Declining Influence of Lawyer-Statesmen Politicians and Lawyerly 
Values, 5 Nev. L.J. 479 (2005). 
The Most Rational Branch: Guinn v. Legislature and the ]udiciary's Role as Helpful Arbiter of Conflict, 4 Nev. L.J. 518 
(2004). 
Arbitration, Unconscionability, and Equilibrium: The Return of Unconscionability Analysis as a Counterweight to 
Arbitration Formalism, 19 Ohio St. J. Disp. Resol. 757 (2004). 
Not So Peaceful Coexistence: Inherent Tensions in Addressing Tort Law Reform, 4 Nev. L.J. 337 (2004). 
Malignant Democracy: Core Fallacies Underlying Election of the judiciary, 4 Nev. L.J. 35 (2003). 
Forgetfulness, Fuzziness, Functionality, Fairness and Freedom in Dispute Resolution: Serving Dispute Resolution 
Through Adjudication, 3 Nev. L.J. 305 (2003). 
Introduction, Perspectives on Dispute Resolution in the Twenty-First Century, 3 Nev. L.J. 191 (2003). 
Recent Court Decisions, J. Risk & Ins. (2003 to present). 
JEAN R. STERNLIGHT 
Director of the Saltman Center for Conflict Resolution 
and Michael and Sonja Saltman Professor of Law 
B.A., Swarthmore College
JD., Harvard Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Arbitration 
Mediation 
Civil Procedure 
BOOKS 
Materials on Mediation Theory and Practice (2d ed. 2006) (with James J. Alfini, Sharon B. Press & 
Joseph B. Stulberg). 
Arbitration Law in America: A Critical Assessment (2006) (with Edward Brunet, Richard Speidel & 
Stephen Ware). 
Dispute Resolution: Beyond the Adversarial Model (2005) (with Carrie J. Menkel-Meadow, Lela Porter 
Love & Andrea Kupfer Schneider). 
Teacher's Manual and Simulation Materials to accompany Dispute Resolution: Beyond the Adversarial 
Model (2005) (with Carrie J. Menkel-Meadow, Lela Porter Love & Andrea Kupfer Schneider). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Good Lawyers Should Be Good Psychologists: Insights/or Interviewing and Counseling Clients, 23 Ohio 
St. J. Disp. Resol. 437 (2008) (with Jennifer K. Robbennolt). 
In Defense of Mandatory Arbitration (If Imposed on the Company), 8 Nev. L.J. 82 (2007). 
Dreaming About Arbitration Reform, 8 Nev. L.J. 1 (2007). 
Placing the Reality of Employment Discrimination Cases in a Comparative Context, 11 Emp. Rts. & 
Emp. Pol'y J. 204 (2007). 
Is Alternative Dispute Resolution Consistent with Rule of Law?: Lessons from Abroad, 56 DePaul L. Rev. 
569 (2007). 
Creeping Mandatory Arbitration: Js It just?, 57 Stan. L. Rev. 1631 (2005). 
Separate and Not Equal: Integrating Civil Procedure and ADR in Legal Academia, 80 Notre Dame L. 
Rev. 681 (2005). 
Foreword, Competing and Complementary Rule Systems: Civil Procedure and ADR, 80 Notre Dame L. 
Rev. 481 (2005) (with Judith Resnik). 
Using Arbitration to Eliminate Class Actions: Efficient Business Practice or Unconscionable Abuse? 67 
Law & Contemp. Probs. 75 (2004) (with Elizabeth J. Jensen). 
In Search of the Best Procedure/or Enforcing Employment Discrimination Laws: A Comparative 
Analysis, 78 Tul. L. Rev. 1401 (2004). 
A Tribute to Dean James]. Alfini: Former Dean and Professor of the Northern Illinois University College 
of Law, 24 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 409 (2004) (with Jeffrey M. Shaman, Nina Appel, Leona S. Green & Daniel 
Reynolds). 
The Rise and Spread of Mandatory Arbitration as a Substitute for the fury Trial, 38 U.S.F. L. Rev. 17 
(2003). 
ADR Is Here: Reflections on Where It Fits in a System ofjustice, 3 Nev. L.J. 289 (2003). 
DAVIDS. TANENHAUS 
James E. Rogers Professor of History and Law 
B.A., Grinnell College
Ph.D., University of Chicago
Areas of Specialization 
Legal History 
Juvenile Justice 
BOOKS 
Editor, Encyclopedia of the Supreme Court of the United States (forthcoming 2008). 
Juvenile justice in the Making (2004). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Childhood in History, Literature, and Law: Confronting Authority, Illegitimacy, Myth, and Rights, 20 J. 
Women's Hist. (forthcoming). 
Julian W Mack, in The Yale Biographical Dictionary of American Law (Roger K. Newman ed. 
forthcoming). 
Juvenile Court, in Chicago Companion to the Child (Richard A Shweder et al. eds. forthcoming) (with 
Steven L. Schlosssman) . 
Juvenile Justice, in Social Issues: An Encyclopedia of Controversies, Histories, and Debates 
(forthcoming). 
Juvenile Justice, in Encyclopedia of Legal History (forthcoming). 
Toward a History of Children as Witnesses, 82 Ind. L.J. 1059 (2007) (with Will iam Bush). 
Degrees of Discretion: The First Juvenile Court and the Problem of Difference in the Early Twentieth 
Century, in Our Children, Their Children: Confronting Race And Ethnic Differences in American 
Juvenile Justice 105 (Darnell F Hawkins & Kimberly Kempf-Leonard eds. 2005). 
Between Dependency and Liberty: The Conundrum of Children's Rights in the Gilded Age, 23 Law & Hist. 
Rev. 351 (2005). 
Book Review, 38 Journal Interdisc. Hist. 151 (forthcoming) (reviewing Stephen Robertson, Crimes 
against Children: Sexual Violence and Legal Culture in New York City, 1880-1960). 
Book Review, 78 Soc. Serv. Rev. 151 (2004) (reviewing Michael Willrich, City of Courts: Socializing 
Justice in Progressive Era Chicago). 
Juvenile Court, in Encyclopedia of Chicago History (2004). 
Book Review, 21 L. & Hist. Rev. 240 (2003) (reviewing Victoria Getis, The Juvenile Court & the 
Progressives (2003)). 
DAVID B. THRONSON 
Associate Dean for Clinical Studies and Professor of Law 
B.S., University of Kansas
JD., Harvard Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Immigration Law 
Family Law 
International Human Rights 
Civil Rights 
Clinical Education 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Creating Crisis: Immigration Raids and the Destabilization of Immigrant Families, 43 Wake Forest L. 
Rev. 391 (2008). 
Custody and Contradictions: Exploring Immigration Law as Federal Family in the Context of Child 
Custody, 59 Hastings L.J. 453 (2008). 
Choiceless Choices: Deportation and the Parent-Child Relationship, 6 Nev. L.J. 1165 (2006), reprinted in 
12 Bender's Immigr. Bull., Feb 15, 2007, at 167. 
Of Borders and Best Interests: Examining the Experiences of Undocumented Immigrants in US. Family 
Courts, 11 Tex. Hisp. J.L. & Pol'y 45 (2005), reprinted in 11 Bender's Immigr. Bull., Jan. 1, 2006, at 2; 
reprinted in 27 Immigr. & Nat'lity L. Rev. (2007). 
You Can't Get Here From Here: Toward a More Child-Centered Immigration Law, 14 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & 
L. 58 (2006).
ANNE TRAUM 
Associate Professor of Law 
AB., Brown University 
J .D ., University of California, Hastings College of the Law 
Areas of Specialization 
Appellate Law 
Criminal Law 
Clinical Education 
JOHN VALERY WHITE 
Dean and Professor of Law 
B.A., Southern University
].D., Yale Law School
Areas of Specialization 
Race and the Law 
Civil Rights 
Employment Discrimination 
International Human Rights 
BOOKS 
Complex Litigation: Cases and Materials on Litigating for Social Change (forthcoming 2008) (with 
Kevin R. Johnson & Catherine A Rogers). 
Tort Law: The American and Louisiana Perspectives (2008) (with John Church, William Corbett & 
Thomas Richard). 
ARTICLES, BOOK CHAPTERS, AND ESSAYS 
Multiculturalism and Civil Rights in the United States: Lessons for Europe?, in Multiculturalisms 
(Barbara Pozzo ed. forthcoming). 
The Persistence of Race Politics and the Restraint of Recovery in Katrina's Wake, in After the Storm: 
Black Intellectuals Explore the Meaning of Hurricane Katrina (David Dante Troutt ed. 2006). 
Globalism and the American Civil Rights Model: Toward an Assimilation Law, Proceedings of the XVII 
Colloquio Biennale, Associazione Italiana Di Diritto Comparato (2006). 
The Turner Thesis, Black Migration, and the (Misapplied) Immigrant Explanation of Black Poverty, 5 
Nev. L.J. 5 (2004). 
What is Affirmative Action?, 78 Tul. L. Rev. 2117 (2004). 
just 'Cause (or Just Cause): On August Wilson's Case for a Black Theater, in August Wilson, Black 
Aesthetics, and the New Black Arts Movement (Sandra G. Shannon, & Dana A Williams eds. 2004). 
Foreword: Is Civil Rights Law Dead?, 63 La. L. Rev. 609 (2003). 
The Activist Insecurity and the Demise of Civil Rights, 63 La. L. Rev. 786 (2003). 
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